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Chapter 1

MPI-3.0 Procedures

NOTE: This chapter is an archive copy of an older document that the
Forum used as a basis for its procedures during the MPI-3.0 standardization
process.

Here is the description of the process for updating the MPI standard for
MPI-3.

• The only items that may go into the standard are items that the Full
Forum has approved

• There are two types of changes to the standard

– Small changes that chapter working group has agreed upon, and does
not require any sort of ticket voting process. These include small
clarifications to the standard and do not involve new interpretation
of the standard. These will be accepted into the standard in the
chapter review process. If we want to get these into a draft standard
(type corrections) a single vote, on a per-chapter basis, can be made,
as we still have the final chapter vote process to review all changes.
The main intent here is to avoid a laborious voting process for simple
typos. At the chapter committees discretion, a ticket may be created
for such items to help explain the reasoning for a given set of changes.

– Large changes RMA, FT, New tools functionality, ... - require a full
voting process, which is described below.

– For medium type of changes, it is up to the chapter authors to decide
into which class these fall.

• The golden standard, which is used for the release of draft standards, is
updated only after the Forum has voted these in.

• The process for adding new functionality to the standard:
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– Proposal from the working group. This proposal will be discussed in
great details at least one meeting before the full forum starts consid-
ering the proposal for inclusion into the standard.

– An implementation available for examination and experimentation
should be available before considering the proposal for inclusion into
the standard. The forum can also accept a convincing argument that
an implementation is possible, with a simple majority vote.

– A formal reading is required at least one meeting before the formal
voting process starts. If required changes to the proposal cant be
made as part of the formal reading session, another formal reading
is required. Such a formal re-reading should be not before the next
day after the changes. Minor wording changes do not constitute a
change, for the purpose of this purpose.

– Two votes at different meetings must pass, by a simple majority, to
be added into the standard. Voting may start at the next meeting
after the formal reading.

• Final chapter votes require a single vote, and pass by a simple majority.
The final chapter vote includes:

– Correct and consistent inclusion of all accepted new functionality.

– All the minor and medium changes that have not been voted so far.

• The final chapter vote requires:

– A formal reading is required at least one meeting before the formal
voting process starts.

– This formal reading may include already new functionality that is
still in the voting process.

– The formal reading must be announced on the meeting agenda at
least one week before the forum meeting, together with clear infor-
mation on where to find the make reviewdoc pdf file, which includes
the colored removals/changes/additions together with ticket numbers
according to the currently valid macro set.

– This formal reading requires also the make reviewchangeonlydoc pdf
file, which has identical text content as the final document, but all
changes since MPI-2.2 are still colored.

– Changes to the document during the formal reading require a re-
reading; this may happen no sooner than the next day of the same
meeting. For this, a new reviewdoc and reviewchangeonlydoc pdf
must be available.

– In case of new functionality or significant clarifications, the chapter
changes must be reflected also in the Change-Log appendix. Depre-
cating of functions of the chapter must be reflected in the Deprecated
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Functions chapter. This must be reported in the ticket and in this
case, the pdf file must include also these modified chapters. (All
chapter authors have write access to the latex source of Deprecated
since MPI-3.0 and Changes from Version 2.2 to Version 3.0.)

• Usage of the SVN trunk svn/mpi-forum-docs/trunk/MPI-3.0/

– SVN Revision 495 is identical to MPI-2.2 after removal of the MPI-
2.2 change macros. It is the basis for all text changes in MPI-3.0.

– SVN Revision 691 is identical to the MPI-3.0 Draft document from
Nov. 12, 2010.

– Before a chapter formal reading, all changes must be done in this
trunk, i.e., formal reading and voting is based on pdfs produced in
this trunk (which is the development trunk), because this is the last
final correctness check of a chapter.

– Should changes to a chapter be rejected, the chapter author is respon-
sible for removing those rejected changes and restoring the chapter
to its prior, approved version.

– All chapter reading and voting must report the SVN revision number
in the agenda and the voting protocols.

• Reporting of progress:

– For votes on tickets, the ticket is always updated to reflect formal
readings and votes.

– For votes on chapters, a special ticket must be opened by the chapter
author. This ticket is used for providing the pdfs, announcements at
the agenda, and reporting of all formal reading and voting.

• For the purposes of voting, a simple majority is defined as a simple ma-
jority of those present and eligible to vote.

– Voting is by institution, with each institution receiving one vote.

– To be eligible to vote, the institution must have been represented at
two of the last three meetings, where the last three meetings includes
the current meeting.


